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COMPATIBLE GROUP TOPOLOGIES

KEVIN J. SHARPE

ABSTRACT.    Two topologies defined on some space are compatible if

they contain in common a Hausdorff topology.   The following result is

proved for two compatible group topologies   (J.   and   d*.   Suppose   Qj   is

locally compact and   fl, ls locally countably compact, and there is a non-

void  3.,-open set contained in some   fl.-Lindelof set.   Then   6?, £ flj.

This result is a stronger version of a theorem by Kasuga, in which two

group topologies are shown to be equal if both of them are locally compact

and  ""-compact, and they are compatible.

This paper arises from a desire to find sufficient conditions which would

make two group topologies on a group comparable.    It is a stronger version of a

theorem of Kasuga's [3] or [2, p. 58, 6.19] which says that two locally com-

pact (7-compact group topologies defined on some group are equal if they

contain in common a Hausdorff topology.   This last restriction on the two

topologies I call the compatibility condition:  two topologies on some space

are compatible if there is a Hausdorff topology contained in common by them.

It seems that this condition is the important key by which two topologies can

be related.

Interesting questions arise when two topologies are not compatible.   It

can be shown, for example, that in certain circumstances a group can be de-

composed into the product of two subgroups:  one on which the two relative

topologies are compatible and thus  comparable, and the other on which func-

tions continuous in both topologies are constant [4, Chapter 7].

The compatibility condition links two topologies as in the following

lemma.   An immediate corollary from this is that if one of the two compatible

topologies is compact, then it is weaker than the other.   Following the lemma

is the main result of this paper.

Lemma .   // u,   and u-  are two compatible topologies on a space  X,

then any compact subset of either (X, U,)  or (X, CL)  is both ($..•  and u,-

closed.

Theorem.    Let G  be a group on which are defined two compatible group

topologies Clj  and U-,   (G, (fj)  being locally compact and (C, uL)  locally
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countably compact.    Then  (3j C (J2  if there is a nonempty  ($2-open set N

contained in some  Q.-Lindelof set, say   K.

Proof.   Let A  be an Uj-open neighbourhood of the identity,   and choose

B  another Uj-open neighbourhood of the identity such that B2 C A  Because

of local compactness and regularity there is an (Jj-open symmetric neighbour-

hood  C  of the identity with  Uj-compact  Qj-closure, such that  e eC = C~ 1

CC~CBCB    C A,  where,   as in the rest of this proof,   ~ denotes fij-closure.

I will show that the identity is in the  (?2-interior of A, and thus every

Uj-open set is CL-open.

To do this take an   U2-open set M whose (32-closure M= is in N,  and

select a countable cover of N,  say  i*^!00.,  from  \xC: x € K\.   Then  M= C

^JT=lxi^~'   Each x.C~  is a compact subset of (G, (3.) and by the above

lemma, is a closed subset of (G, (J2)„   Thus A1= is the union of a countable

number of  Unclosed sets,  \^J^=lxiC~ nA1=; MT is also a locally countably

compact regular space-   For some  i,  therefore,  x .C~ D M= will have non-

void  S2!,K= interi°r t2, p„ 42, 5.28]; that is, there is an (32-open set  E such

that E n W~ C x.C~  and £ n A1= is nonvoid.   But then of course  E n Al  is

also nonvoid, in fact is an  (32-open set, and is a subset of x.C~.   Thus

there is an  CL-open set  F contained in  C_„

Let  x be an element of  F.   Then  e €x~lE Cx~lC~ C (C-)_1(C_) =

(C_)    CB    C/l,   and  x~   F  is an   Ct2-open set.

Corollary.   // U.   and Q.?  are two compatible locally compact group

topologies on a group G,   and (G, U.) is  a-compact,   then Cf, C Ct  .

Lemma 2.6 in Bichteler's paper [l] is interesting.   It says that for LIj

and  (32  compatible locally compact group topologies for a group G,  then Ctj

= (?2  if there is in  G  a  a-compact subgroup U both Cf j- and Uj-closed, if

in the relative topologies   (U, Qj) = (U, (?2),   and if in the natural topologies

(G/U, Clj) = (G/U, Q2).   It is possible to prove something similar using the

theorem above, but leaving the topologies comparable rather than equal.  Sup-

pose  <3.   and  (J2  are compatible group topologies for  G,  for which  G  is  (lj-

locally compact and 32-locally countably compact, and there is a subgroup

U  of  G  which is contained in some  Q,-Lindelof set  K.    Bichteler's condi-

tion that the topological groups   (G/U, Ctj) and  (G/U. &2) be equal (which

requires   V  to be both   flj- and  fl2-closed),  actually boils down to just taking

an  (J2-open set  V1   and an  flj-open neighbourhood  V of the identity with

flj-compact  Gj-closure, such that  VU = VlU.   Now  V1^  is an  (J2-open set,

and using the fact that  (G, Qj) is locally compact, there is an  Uj-CT-compact

set  K1  containing  K.   Then  V'K1  is  flj-ff-compact and V  UCV~K.

Hence  flj C Q2.
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